Summary. Let P be a distribution in the plane and define the renewal measure R =~ P*" where 9 denotes convolution. The main results of this paper are three term asymptotic expansions for R far from the origin. As an application, expansions are obtained for distributions in linear boundary crossing problems.
Introduction
The renewal measure associated with a distribution P is defined as R = ~ p.n n=0 where 9 denotes convolution. When P is a distribution on R 1 with positive mean # = S x dP, the renewal theorem asserts that lim R {Ix, x+K)}--K/#= lim R{[x, x+K)} =0 (1.1) g --+ oo x--+ -oo for any K if P is nonlattice and for K any multiple of the span if P is arithmetic. Although applications of this result abound making it one of the most important tools in applied probability, to some extent the basic limit theory starts and ends here. As shown by Stone (1965ab) , Carlsson (1983) and Griibel (1983 Griibel ( , 1987 , the rate of convergence in (1.1) is exceedingly fast algebraic to any power provided P has sufficient moments, and exponential if P has a finite moment generating function. This should be contrasted with the central limit theorem where correction terms which depend on moments of P must be incorporated to improve the rate of convergence.
In higher dimensions, results analogous to (1.1) have been obtained by Bickel and Yahev (1965) and Stam (1968 Stam ( , 1971 . Roughly speaking, Stare shows that near infinity along the direction of drift, R is like the product of Lesbegue measure over the length of # in the direction of drift with a normal (or stable) distribution in the orthogonal direction. The covariance of the normal distribu-tion increases linearly in the distance from the origin. Unlike the case in one dimension, extra terms are now necessary to improve the rate of convergence in these theorems. The main results of this paper provide the first two correction terms for renewal theory in the the plane. as z--+oo uniformly for (x, y)~Z 2.
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The next result is an expansion in the "continuous case". To be specific, let X denote the characteric function of P. Cramer's condition is lim sup Z(P, q)< 1.
p2 +q2 ~o0
The theorem assumes Cramer's condition and approximates ~fdR for nonnegative functions that are zero in a large neighborhood of the origin. The distance of a function f from the origin is measured by vI = inf{z(x, y): f(x, y) > 0}, so f(x, y)= 0 if z(x, y)< zI" Also, define the variation function of(x, y, e) = sup {f(xl, YO-- 
as x ~ oo with g) = o (l~), uniformly for y ~ R.
Our final result gives expansions for densities. If P(XeZ)= 1, let 2x be counting measure on Z; otherwise let 2x be Lesbegue measure. Define 2y similarly. Remark. In our proofs, the condition EX 2 log3/2(l+X-)<oo is used to deal with difficulties associated with P(X < 0) > 0. When P(X__> 0) = 1, this condition can be relaxed to ExZ< oo (we conjecture EX2< oo is always sufficient) and the integrability condition for dP*"/d(2x x 2y) can be dropped in Theorem 1.4. The condition EX 2 log3/2(l+X-)<oo can also be dropped when error rates of o(1 x I-3/2) are sufficient -see the proof of Theorem 2.5.
A unified treatment of the results just stated can be obtained by finding approximations for convolutions of test measures with symmetrized versions of R. These results are stated and proved in Sect. 2. Section 3 contains proofs of the results in this introduction and Sect. 4 has applications to boundary crossing problems.
Density Theorem for Smoothed Symmetrized Renewal Measures
The results of the introduction will all be derived from expansions for densities of R, G with appropriate choices for the smoothing probability measure G.
If XeZ a.s. P, let a=rc; otherwise let a=oo. Similarly let b=n if y~Z a.s. P, and let b = oo otherwise.
Aside from sorting out the discrete/continuous cases for X and Y, it is convenient to deal with the measure Q = s176 z). The characteristic function of Q will be denoted by 4). 
Moments of H will be denoted djk = ~ x ~ z k dH. Let 
To avoid integrability problems near the origin, results will be derived initially for symmetrized renewal measures V~, 0 _< n___ oo defined by 
A starting point for proving this theorem is the following inversion formula. Let 7 ~ = 9t {1/(1 -q~)}. 
e-ipx-'qz dp dq. 
--r(a(p, q)} ~i(p, q) e-iVx-iqZdp dq. ~or(x,z)=~2~2 !S N{ 1
By Taylor expansion of cb near the origin, 9t{_ 1 1
as (p, q) ~ (0, 0). Since this function is locally integrable at the origin, and since ~R{1/1-rqS)}~ 7 j as rT1 uniformly away from the origin, it is sufficient to show that
Hence there is a constant K1 such that I 1 -q51 > K1 (I P l + q2) in some neighborhood ~o of the origin. Since 9l{1-4~} >0, in ~o
The lemma follows since
Theorem 2.1 will be proved by careful analysis of the integral in Lemma 2.2, and the behavior of ~T near the origin is of crucial importance. 
qk (~ ~/) = ~qg t~ + ((t P I + q2)--k/2).
Proof Taylor expansion of ~b about the origin gives
as(p, q)~(0, 0). Since
as e/x --. O, with x = q2 0-2/2 _ ipv we obtain
as ( 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.4, the theorem follows provided ~=a +o(z-3). Integration over p in the equation defining ~ gives a(x,z)=~ v g(q)e -iqz-~2/2 1+

EiqCI +(iO)3C2]+L [(iq)2C3 --oo X q-(i0) 4 C 4 q-(i0) 6 C5]~, )
where gl=crq]~. Although the algebra to obtain this equation is tedious, the necessary integrals can all be evaluated by residue calculus, or by repeated differentiation of the identity e -tpx 7c
Olxl
J p~dp=~e ~
with respect to r and x. At this stage there is no harm in setting g--1; errors due to this change are o(z-3). Integration over q using the formula (derived from equations XVI. 
d2 H* W(x, z) <= u(x, z) =~(x,z)+o(< ~)
as z ~ oo uniformly in x and z. In particular, for some constant K1, d K~
d~ H* W(x, z) <= ]//2 +lxi
for all x and z. Also, due to the rapid decay of the exponential function, it is sufficient to restrict attention to sequences where z 
d H*W(x,z)=E ~ h(S,--(x,z)). d2
=E[f--~H,W(S~--(x, z)); t< Go, S,1)>x/2] + E[f--~ H* W(St-(x,z)); t<c~,S}l)<x/2].
To see that the first of these terms is small, let t'=inf{n>t: S(nl)<=S}l)+x/3}-t on {t<0o} and 7"=0o on {t=0o}. Then "{It<0o~t, so P('{<m)=P(t<0o) z.
Conditioning on ~, for x sufficiently negative, --(x, z) ); "{< 0o,
E[ ~--~ H * W (St-(x, z)); t< co, S~I) > x/2]= E[ ~--T H * W (S~
This expression is O (1/x 2 
W (B1/2 + (x, z)) <= ~--~ H * W (x, z) ----o ('c -3)
as -c-+oo with x <0. Since the arguments leading to this result remain valid under rescaling, for any (fixed) bounded measurable set I,
as z~oo uniformly for x<O. Using similar arguments and the bound (2.1), for any bounded measurable set I,
as z ~ oo uniformly for x > 0. To continue, let {I,},>_i be the unit squares with integer corners and let g,=supg. Since g is directly Riemann integrable, ~g,<oo. Define (x,, Z,)EIn
<= y, r (x, z)
.
g" (1 +r(x., z.)) s W((x, z)--I.).
This approaches zero by dominated convergence pointwise convergence of the summands follows from (2.5) and domination follows from the next lemma using (2.6) and the observation (x, z)-I, ~ (x-x,, z-z,)+ I where I is the square
and for all x, x', z and z' with x' < x < O,
Proof If Xl,X2, X3__>0 then (xl+x2)/(Xl+X3)<=(x2+x3)/x a and ~11+x2 _-< ~ + ]/x22. Using these bounds,
Using the identity x2 exp{-x~ x 2} < 1/2]/2eXll for all x I >0,
and the lemma follows.
The final 1emma of this section will be used to show in applications of Theorem 2.1 that terms associated with u, are negligible. The proof is similar to the initial arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.5. 
Partitioning R z into small rectangles and using equation ( 
Boundary Crossing Problems
In this section, (Xi, Yi)for i>l will be i.i.d. P, So= )~ Xi, W,= )s Y~, and t=t a i=I i=1
=inf{n: S, > a}. We will only treat the "positive" case where P(X > 0)= 1. The main result is an expansion for the distribution of Wt. as a -+ oe uniformly in ~. After some algebra this gives the result in the theorem.
